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Quantum Computing Exploration for Drug Discovery on Amazon Web Services (QCEDD)

helps  you study drug discovery  problems using quantum computing (Amazon Braket),

such as molecular docking and protein folding. You can use this solution to orchestrate

workflows that run on both classical and quantum as needed, thus accelerating iteration

and innovation.

This solution includes the following features:

A hybrid solution architecture that deploys with just one-click, including quantum

computing and classical computing workflows.

A fully managed Jupyter Notebook, which can be used to design and debug drug

discovery algorithms.

Workflows based on Amazon Step Functions and Amazon Batch, which can be used

to batch evaluate algorithm performance.

Amazon QuickSight to display the evaluation results.

Ability to customize algorithms for other drug discovery problems and reuse them.

This implementation guide includes a workshop for you to walk through the solution. The

workshop takes molecular unfolding algorithm from Mato, Kevin, et al.1 as an example to

illustrate the background information,  how to build a model,  optimize its configuration,

and batch evaluate the experiment results.

This implementation guide describes architectural considerations and configuration steps

for deploying the Quantum Computing Exploration for Drug Discovery on Amazon Web

Services in the Amazon Web Services cloud. It includes links to CloudFormation templates

that launches and configures the Amazon services required to deploy this solution using

Amazon Web Services best practices for security and availability.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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The guide is  intended for  researchers,  data scientists,  algorithm engineers  in the drug

discovery field and quantum computing advocates with architecture hands-on experience

in the Amazon Web Services Cloud.

Reference

1.Mato, Kevin, et al. "Quantum Molecular Unfolding." arXiv preprint arXiv:

2107.13607 (2021).

• 

Reference
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Cost

You are responsible for the cost of Amazon services used when running this solution. The

actual cost depends on the tasks run and their complexity. As of May 2022, the cost factors

mainly consist of five types:

Notebook

Computing 

Storage

Analysis

Orchestration

Example

This example uses the molecular unfolding function for the prepared sample, which is a

ligand 117_idel.mol2 downloaded from Protein Data Bank (PDB).  Assuming a customer

continues  using the notebook to study  use cases,  and adopts  the solution to run one

complete batch evaluation both on quantum computing resource and classical computing

resource in order to visualize the results in Amazon QuickSight, the cost for running this

solution in US East (N. Virginia) Region is shown in the table below.

Type Service Resource Dimensions Cost

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Note

If the customer uses the solution only to study the use cases, the cost factors mainly involve the Notebook and

the Computing from Amazon Braket.

Cost
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Notebook
Amazon

Sagemaker
ml.c5.xlarge long run instance

$4.90

per day

Computing

Amazon

Braket
D-Wave - DW_2000Q_6

4 tasks for

different

parameters,

10000 shots/task

$8.80

Amazon

Braket

D-Wave -

Advantage_system4.1

4 tasks for

different

parameters,

10000 shots/task

$8.80

Amazon

Braket

D-Wave -

Advantage_system6.1

4 tasks for

different

parameters,

10000 shots/task

$8.80

Amazon

Batch

(Fargate) 

2 VCPU 4G MEM

Build model task,

8 minutes (< 20

minutes)

$1.02

Amazon

Batch (EC2) 
4 VCPU 8G MEM

4 tasks for

different

parameters, 25

minutes(< 60

minutes)

$0.17

Amazon

Lambda 
- < 100 queries $0

Cost
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Storage Amazon S3 - < 1G $0.02

Analysis

Amazon

Athena
-

< 20 queries,

100M data
$0.029

Amazon

QuickSight
1 reader long run service

$8.00

per

month

Orchestration

Amazon

Step

Functions

- < 100 transitions $0

Network

Amazon

VPC

Amazon S3Amazon

ECRAmazon

AthenaAmazon

Braketendpoints

long run service

$58.41

per

month

Amazon

VPC
NAT Gateway long run service

$65.78

per

month

Total Cost
$37.01

per day

Cost
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Architecture Overview

Deploying the Quantum  Computing Exploration  for  Drug Discovery  on  Amazon  Web

Services  solution with  the default parameters  builds  the following environment in  the

Amazon Web Services Cloud.

Figure 1: Quantum Computing Exploration for Drug Discovery on Amazon Web Services

architecture

This solution deploys the Amazon CloudFormation template in your Amazon Web Services

Cloud account and provides three parts:

Notebook experimentation

Batch evaluation

Visualization

• 

• 

• 

Notes
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An Amazon SageMaker Notebook instance, which allows notebook experimentation

for drug discovery.

The  notebook  comes  with  prepared  use  cases  for  different  problems  in  drug

discovery, such as molecular unfolding.

The solution creates  NAT gateways in public subnets,  which connects  to internet

using an internet gateway. The notebook instance is deployed in private subnets, and

can access internet using NAT gateways.

Amazon Step Functions workflows for Batch evaluation. 

The Amazon Step Functions  workflow launch various  computing tasks  in parallel

through  Amazon  Batch jobs  based  on  different  model  parameters,  resources,

classical computing or quantum computing.

Each Amazon Batch job uses the pre-built container images and attempts to evaluate

a particular drug discovery problem based on specific model parameters.

All the pre-built containers images are stored in Amazon ECR.

For classical computing, Amazon Batch jobs evaluate the problem on Amazon EC2,

and save results in Amazon S3.

For quantum computing, Amazon Batch jobs asynchronously submit Amazon Braket

tasks.

All computing  resources (Amazon Batch compute  environment and  Amazon Lambda) are  placed  in private

subnets in Amazon VPC to provide secure accesses. 

VPC Endpoints are provisioned for Amazon ECR, Amazon S3, Amazon Athena and Amazon Braket.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
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When an Amazon Braket task is completed, it saves output as a file in an Amazon S3

bucket, and an event is dispatched via Amazon EventBridge.

An Amazon Lambda function is  triggered by events from EventBridge,  parses the

output file of the Braket task/job in S3, saves the evaluation result to S3 bucket, and

sends a callback to the Amazon Step Functions workflow.

When the whole batch  evaluation  is  done,  the workflow  sends  a  notification  to

Amazon SNS topic. All subscribers will be notified for the batch evaluation results.

An Amazon Athena table is created for querying the metrics of batch evaluation.

Amazon QuickSight to view  the Batch Evaluation results.  By  default,  the solution

provides metrics for the running time of different resources.

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 
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Security

When you build systems on Amazon Web Services infrastructure, security responsibilities

are shared between you and Amazon Web Services.  This  shared model reduces  your

operational burden because Amazon Web Services operates,  manages,  and controls the

components including the host operating system, the virtualization layer, and the physical

security of the facilities in which the services operate. For more information about Amazon

Web Services security, visit Amazon Web Services Cloud Security.

Security groups

The security groups created in this solution are designed to control and isolate network

traffic between the solution components.  We recommend that you review the security

groups and further restrict access as needed once the deployment is up and running.

Amazon Braket Security

Refer to Security in Amazon Braket to learn how to apply the shared responsibility model

when using Amazon Braket.

Consider using Amazon Macie with Amazon S3

Amazon Macie is a data security and data privacy service that uses machine learning and

pattern matching to help you discover, monitor, and protect sensitive data in your Amazon

Web Services  environment.  Macie  automates  the discovery  of  sensitive  data,  such  as

personally identifiable information (PII)  and financial data,  to provide you with a better

understanding of the data that your organization stores in Amazon S3.

Macie  also  provides  you  with  an  inventory  of  your  S3  buckets,  and it  automatically

evaluates  and monitors  those buckets  for  security  and access  control.  If  Macie detects

Security
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sensitive data  or  potential  issues  with  the security  or  privacy  of  your  data,  it  creates

detailed findings for you to review and remediate as necessary. For more information, see

Amazon Macie User Guide.

Security
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Regional deployments

This  solution  uses  services  which  may  not be currently  available  in  all  Amazon  Web

Services Regions. Launch this solution in an Amazon Web Services Region where required

services are available. For the most current availability by Region, refer to theAmazon Web

Services Regional Services List.

As of May 2022, this solution is supported in the following Amazon Web Services Regions:

Region ID Region Name

us-east-1 US East (N. Virginia)

us-west-2 US West (Oregon)

eu-west-2 Europe (London)

Regional deployments
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CloudFormation Template

This solution uses Amazon CloudFormation to automate the deployment of the Quantum

Computing Exploration for Drug Discovery on Amazon Web Services with all associated

components in the Amazon Web Services Cloud. It includes the following CloudFormation

template, which you can download before deployment:

quantum-computing-exploration-for-drug-discovery.template: Use this template to launch

the solution and all  associated components.  The default configuration deploys Amazon

SageMaker Notebook,  Amazon Braket,  Amazon Step Functions,  Amazon Batch,  Amazon

EventBridge,  Amazon  Lambda,  Amazon  Athena and Amazon  QuickSight,  but  you  can

customize the template to meet your specific needs.

CloudFormation Template
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Automated Deployment

Before you launch the solution,  review  the architecture,  supported regions,  and other

considerations discussed in this guide. Follow the step-by-step instructions in this section

to configure and deploy the solution into your account.

Time to deploy: Approximately 10 minutes

The user or IAM role to perform the deployment must have at least permissions defined in

this  file.  If  you  use the permissions  defined in  this  file  to  deploy  this  solution,  your

CloudFormation stack name should start with QCEDD, for example, QCEDDStack.

Prerequisites

Enable Amazon Braket service

Sign in to the Amazon Web Services Management Console, and search for Amazon

Braket.

Access the Amazon Braket console, and select I have read and accepted the above

terms & conditions.

Choose Enable Amazon Braket.

Note

Before deploying this solution, we recommend you create a billing alarm to monitor your estimated Amazon

Web Services charges. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Step 1: Launch the Amazon CloudFormation template into

your Amazon Web Services account

Sign in to the Amazon Web Services management console,  and select the Launch

solution button to launch the Amazon CloudFormation template. Alternatively, you

can download the template as a starting point for your own implementation.

The template launches in the US West (Oregon) by default. To launch this solution in

a different Amazon Web Services  Region,  use the Region selector  in the console

navigation bar.

On the Create stack page, verify that Amazon S3 URL is filled with this template URL

automatically and choose Next.

On  the  Specify  stack  details  page,  assign  a  name  to  your  solution  stack.  For

information about naming character limitations, refer to IAM and STS Limits in the

Amazon Web Services Identity and Access Management User Guide.

Under  Parameters,  review  the parameters  for  the template and modify  them as

necessary. 

This solution uses the following values. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Important

As  described  in  the  Architecture  Overview chapter,  the  solution  provides  three  parts:  Notebook

experimentation, Batch evaluation, and Visualization. By default, Notebook and Batch evaluation will be

deployed, and Visualization will not. If you want to deploy Visualization, you need to grant permissions

in advance. For more information, see the section Grant permissions for Visualization in this chapter.
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Parameter Default Description

Deploy

Notebook
yes Choose yes to deploy Notebook, or no to skip it.

Deploy Batch

Evaluation
yes

Choose yes to deploy Batch Evaluation, or no to

skip it.

Deploy

Visualization
no

Choose yes to deploy Visualization, or no to skip

it.

QuickSight

Role Name

<Requires

input>

QuickSight Service Role name, which can be

obtained from Security & permissions, requires

input if choose yes to Deploy Visualization.

QuickSight

User

<Requires

input>

QuickSight Username, which can be obtained from

Manage users, requires input if choose yes to

Deploy Visualization.

Choose Next.

On the Configure stack options page, choose Next.

On the Review page, review and confirm the settings. Check the box acknowledging

that the template will create Amazon Web Services Identity and Access Management

(IAM) resources.

Choose Create stack to deploy the stack.

You can view the status of the stack in the Amazon CloudFormation Console in the Status

column. You should receive a CREATE_COMPLETE status in approximately 10 minutes.

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
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Step 2: (Optional) Subscribe to SNS notification

Follow below steps to subscribe to SNS notification via email to receive result notifications

from Amazon Step Functions. You can also subscribe to the notification via text messages.

Sign in to the Amazon CloudFormation console.

On the Stacks page, select the solution’s root stack.

Choose the Outputs tab and record the value for the SNS topic.

Navigate to the Amazon SNS console.

Choose Topics, then select the SNS topic that you obtained from the CloudFormation

deployment output.

Choose Create subscription.

Select Email from the Protocol list.

Enter your email in Endpoint.

Choose Create subscription.

Check your inbox for the email, and select the Confirm Subscription link to confirm

the subscription.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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Grant permissions for Visualization

Create IAM Role for QuickSight

Navigate to IAM console.

Choose Policies from the left navigation pane, then choose Create Policy. The policy

will be added to the IAM role that is to be created.

In the Create policy  page,  click the JSON tab,  and enter  the QuickSight policy  as

below. This is the least policy required for QuickSight in this solution. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [{

"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [

"athena:BatchGetQueryExecution",
"athena:CancelQueryExecution",
"athena:GetCatalogs",
"athena:GetExecutionEngine",
"athena:GetExecutionEngines",
"athena:GetNamespace",
"athena:GetNamespaces",
"athena:GetQueryExecution",
"athena:GetQueryExecutions",
"athena:GetQueryResults",
"athena:GetQueryResultsStream",
"athena:GetTable",
"athena:GetTables",
"athena:ListQueryExecutions",
"athena:RunQuery",
"athena:StartQueryExecution",
"athena:StopQueryExecution",
"athena:ListWorkGroups",
"athena:ListEngineVersions",
"athena:GetWorkGroup",
"athena:GetDataCatalog",
"athena:GetDatabase",
"athena:GetTableMetadata",
"athena:ListDataCatalogs",
"athena:ListDatabases",
"athena:ListTableMetadata"

],
"Resource": [

Automated Deployment
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"*"
]

},
{

"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [

"glue:CreateDatabase",
"glue:DeleteDatabase",
"glue:GetDatabase",
"glue:GetDatabases",
"glue:UpdateDatabase",
"glue:CreateTable",
"glue:DeleteTable",
"glue:BatchDeleteTable",
"glue:UpdateTable",
"glue:GetTable",
"glue:GetTables",
"glue:BatchCreatePartition",
"glue:CreatePartition",
"glue:DeletePartition",
"glue:BatchDeletePartition",
"glue:UpdatePartition",
"glue:GetPartition",
"glue:GetPartitions",
"glue:BatchGetPartition"

],
"Resource": [

"*"
]

},
{

"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [

"s3:GetBucketLocation",
"s3:GetObject",
"s3:ListBucket",
"s3:ListBucketMultipartUploads",
"s3:ListMultipartUploadParts",
"s3:AbortMultipartUpload",
"s3:CreateBucket",
"s3:PutObject",
"s3:PutBucketPublicAccessBlock"

],
"Resource": [

"arn:aws:s3:::aws-athena-query-results-*"
]

},
{

"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [

"lakeformation:GetDataAccess",
"iam:List*"

],

Automated Deployment
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Choose Next:Tags.

Choose Next:Review.

Enter the Name of the policy. This deployment uses qcedd-quicksight-service-

role-policy as an example.

Choose Create policy.

Navigate to IAM Roles.

Choose Create Role.

Select Custom trust policy in the Select trusted entity page, and enter the trust policy

in Custom trust policy as below.

Choose Next.

Enter the policy name created in the above step in the Permissions policies search

box. 

"Resource": [
"*"

]
}

]
}

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

{
    "Version": "2012-10-17",
    "Statement": [
        {
            "Effect": "Allow",
            "Principal": {
                "Service": "quicksight.amazonaws.com"
            },
            "Action": "sts:AssumeRole"
        }
    ]
}

11. 

12. 
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Select the policy, and choose Next.

Enter the Role name. This deployment usesqcedd-quicksight-service-role as

an example.

Choose Create role.

Record the name of this role.

Sign up for QuickSight

Sign in to the Amazon QuickSight console.

Choose Enterprise, and click continue.

In the Create your QuickSight account page, complete the following settings. 

Choose Use IAM federated identities & QuickSight-managed users from the

Authentication method.

Choose US East (N.Virginia) no matter in which regions you will deploy this

solution.

Enter the unique QuickSight account name.

Enter the Email to receive notifications.

For other parameters, keep default values.

Assign the Created IAM Role to QuickSight

Sign in to Amazon QuickSight console.

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Note

Skip this step if your Amazon Web Services Account already signed up for QuickSight.

1. 

2. 

3. 

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 

1. 
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Use the Region selector to select the US East (N.Virginia) Region.

Select the account name in the upper right corner, and choose Manage QuickSight.

Choose Security & permissions from the left navigation pane.

In the QuickSight access to Amazon services area, choose Manage.

Choose Use an existing role, and select the role created in previous step. As an

example, the deployment usesqcedd-quicksight-service-role.

Obtain QuickSight Username

Sign in to the Amazon QuickSight console in the US East (N.Virginia) Region.

Record your QuickSight Username (not QuickSight account name) in the upper right

corner.

Update Amazon CloudFormation template

If needed, you can update the Amazon CloudFormation stack to change the deployment

settings. 

Sign in to the Amazon CloudFormation console.

Select the root stack of this solution, not the nested stack. 

Choose Update.

Select Use current template, and choose Next.

Update the parameters as needed, and choose Next. For example, if you have chosen

no for Deploy Visualization, you may change it to yes.

On the Configure stack options page, choose Next.

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

1. 

2. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Automated Deployment
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On the Review page, review and confirm the settings. Check the box acknowledging

that the template will create Amazon Web Services Identity and Access Management

(IAM) resources.

Choose Update stack to update the stack.

7. 

8. 

Automated Deployment
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Workshop



Background

As of May 2022, quantum computing technology is in an early phase, and its full impacts

are still  being understood (Quantum  computing use cases).  We are still  in  the noisy

intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) era, where the leading quantum processors contain 50

to a few hundred qubits, but are not advanced enough to reach fault-tolerant stage. When

we are one day in fault-tolerant quantum computing (FTQC), we can run really powerful

algorithms in quantum computers.

Drug discovery is one area where computational researchers are aiming to assess the state

of quantum computing. Drug discovery is costly and time-intensive process with high rate

of  failure  of  drug  candidates.  The  average  R&D  cost  required  to  bring  a  new,  FDA

approved medicine to patients is estimated to be $2.6 billion2. This includes the cost of

many potential medicines that do not make it through to FDA approval. For example, in

research for treatments for Alzheimer’s disease over the past 16 years,  only four new

medicines have been approved out of 123 treatment attempts that were tested in clinical

studies. That’s a three percent approval rate. 

Background
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Figure 3: Drug Discovery3

To tackle these problems, innovation and advancements in computer-aided drug design

(CADD)  aim  to increase the productivity  in  drug research  and development.  Figure 4

illustrates where CADD approaches, including structured-based methods and ligand-based

methods,  can  fit  within  the  drug  discovery  process.  In  particular,  drug  discovery

researchers have identified quantum computing techniques that may be applicable to the

components in the general workflow of drug discovery process (Figure 5).

Figure 4: CADD4

While not as advanced as Fault-tolerant quantum computing (FTQC) shown in Figure 5,

Amazon Braket already provides access to Noisy intermediate-scale quantum computing

Background
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(NISQ). Therefore, it might be beneficial for customers at the forefront of innovations in

their  fields to start with quantum computing to research application,  to build expertise,

and secure Intellectual Property (IP).

Figure 5: CADD-QC5
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Molecular Unfolding



Notebook Experiment



Notebook experimentation

The  workshop  implements  the  work  from  Quantum  Molecular  Unfolding,  and  the

Molecular Unfolding with Quantum Annealing video in Amazon Braket.

Molecular docking

Molecular Docking (MD) is an important step of the drug discovery process which aims at

calculating the preferred position and shape of one molecule to a second when they are

bound to  each  other.  This  step focuses  on  computationally  simulating the  molecular

recognition process. It aims to achieve an optimized conformation for both the protein and

ligand and relative orientation between protein and ligand such that the free energy of the

overall system is minimized. 

In this work, the protein or the pocket is considered as a rigid structure, and the ligand is

considered as a flexible set of atoms.

Notebook Experiment
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Figure 6: Molecular docking6

As described in Quantum Molecular Unfolding, published by Mato et al, there are usually

three main phases in MD: 

Expansion of the ligand to an unfolded shape, to reduce bias, that is, molecular

unfolding (MU). MU includes:

Identification of the rotatable bonds

Internal distance maximization

Removal of tool related bias (for example, SMILES-to-3D)

Initial placement, which includes:

Ligand main fragments decomposition

Ligand initial poses identification

Placement of the ligand into the pocket with rigid roto-translations

Shape refinement, which includes:

Use of the rotatable bonds to modify the ligand shape and to match the protein

pocket

Docking score maximization

Quantum molecular unfolding on the Amazon Web Services

Cloud

Here we focus on the first phase of MD, ligand expansion, which aims to reduce shape bias

that may affect the final quality of docking. In this solution we use the quantum annealing

approach to molecular  unfolding (MU)  as  published by  Mato et al.  Our  solution uses

Amazon Services  to execute this  problem on quantum computing hardware,  available

through  Amazon  Braket.  The  solution  also  allows  the  problem  to  be  run  on  classic

computing hardware, on Amazon Web Services, for comparison.

1. 

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 

2. 

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 

3. 

◦ 

◦ 
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Notebook overview

Sign in to the Amazon CloudFormation console. 

On the Stacks page, select the solution’s root stack. 

Choose the Outputs tab and open the link for your notebook.

Figure 7: Notebook URL on the stack's Output tab

Open  the  file  under  the  directory  source/src/molecular-folding/

molecular_unfolding.ipynb and choose the kernel qcenv.

Navigate through the notebook, which consists of four Steps:

Step 1: Prepare data - Prepare molecular data for experiments.

Step 2: Build model - Build model for molecular unfolding.

Step 3: Optimize configuration - Run optimization to find the configuration.

Step 4: Process results - Process the results for evaluation and visualization.

References

6.Wiki: Molecular Docking
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Step 1: Prepare Data

To load the raw molecule data for experiment, do the following:

Find the molecular file in mol2 format from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and

download it. In this example, 117 ligand is used.

Upload the molecular file to the directory source/src/molecular-folding/molecule-

data.

Update the parameter 'raw_path' to be the relative path of the file.

Update  the  parameters  's3_bucket'  and  'prefix',  which  are  used  to  store  the

optimization results.

Note: You can use the S3 bucket name in the CloudFormation output.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

In [ ]: from utility.MoleculeParser import MoleculeData
from utility.QMUQUBO import QMUQUBO
from utility.AnnealerOptimizer import Annealer
from utility.ResultProcess import ResultParser
import time

timestamp = time.strftime("%Y%m%d-%H")

In [2]: # initial parameters for experiment data
s3_bucket = f"xxxx" # the name of the bucket
prefix = "xxxx" # the name of the folder in the bucket

raw_path = './molecule-data/117_ideal.mol2' # the mol2 file for 
this experiment

In [3]: mol_data = MoleculeData(raw_path, 'qmu')

data_path = mol_data.save("latest")

num_rotation_bond = mol_data.bond_graph.rb_num
print(f"You have loaded the raw molecule data and saved as {data_
path}. \n\
This molecule has {num_rotation_bond} rotable bond")

Step 1: Prepare Data
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INFO:root:parse mol2 file!
INFO:root:finish save qmu_117_ideal_data_latest.pickle
You have loaded the raw molecule data and saved as ./
qmu_117_ideal_data_latest.pickle. 
This molecule has 23 rotable bond

After running, the result will be saved as qmu_117_ideal_data_latest.pickle and data_path

will be updated. The output shows that this molecule has 23 rotatable bonds.

Step 1: Prepare Data
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Step 2: Build Model

To build the Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimization (QUBO) model for molecular

unfolding, do the following:

Initialize the QMUQUBO object by setting the following parameters. In this

example, set M to 2, and D to 8. The A and hubo_qubo_val are from experiment

tests. Refer to Build Model (Technical Details) for the definition of parameters.

Parameter Description Value

A penalty scalar 300

hubo_qubo_val energy penalty of make_quadratic() 200

M
number of torsions for molecular

unfolding

[1, max number of rotatable

bonds]

D angle precision of rotation 8

method the method of building model
'pre-calc': calculate the score in

advance

Important

You might have long run time for large M or D. Refer to Batch Evaluation to view the

general running time before adjusting parameters.

1. 

In [ ]: from utility.MoleculeParser import MoleculeData
from utility.QMUQUBO import QMUQUBO
from utility.AnnealerOptimizer import Annealer
from utility.ResultProcess import ResultParser
import time

timestamp = time.strftime("%Y%m%d-%H")

Step 2: Build Model
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In [4]: # initial the QMUQUBO object
init_param = {}
method = ['pre-calc']

for mt in method:
    if mt == 'pre-calc':
        init_param[mt] = {}
        init_param[mt]['param'] = ['M', 'D', 'A', 'hubo_qubo_val']
    
qmu_qubo = QMUQUBO(mol_data, method, **init_param)

INFO:root:initial pre-calculate for constructing molecule QUBO

In [5]: # set the parameters for model
model_param = {}
# parameters
num_rotation_bond = mol_data.bond_graph.rb_num

method = 'pre-calc'
model_param[method] = {}
# model_param[method]['M'] = range(1, num_rotation_bond+1)
model_param[method]['M'] = [2]
model_param[method]['D'] = [8]
model_param[method]['A'] = [300]
model_param[method]['hubo_qubo_val'] = [200]

qmu_qubo.build_model(**model_param)

INFO:root:Construct model for M:2,D:8,A:300,hubo_qubo_val:200 
0.0010666688283284505 min

Out[5]: 0

2.Use the method describe_model() to check the properties of the model.

3.Use the method save() to save the model as ./qmu_117_ideal_model_latest.pickle. The

value of model_path will be updated.

In [6]: # describe the model parameters
model_info = qmu_qubo.describe_model()

INFO:root:method: pre-calc
INFO:root:The model_name should be {M}_{D}_{A}_{hubo_qubo_val}
INFO:root:param: M, value {2}
INFO:root:param: D, value {8}
INFO:root:param: A, value {300}
INFO:root:param: hubo_qubo_val, value {200}

In [7]: # save the model
model_path = qmu_qubo.save("latest")

print(f"You have built the QUBO model and saved it as 
{model_path}")

Step 2: Build Model
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INFO:root:finish save qmu_117_ideal_model_latest.pickle
You have built the QUBO model and saved it as ./
qmu_117_ideal_model_latest.pickle

Step 2: Build Model
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Build Model (Technical Details)

In the quantum molecular unfolding use cases, the solution uses largely the framework of

the original author with some changes. Instead of using the HUBO optimization function

defined by the original author, the solution uses the below absolute distance instead. The

method is named “pre-calc” in the code.

$$ O(x_{ik}) = A\displaystyle\sum\limits_i (\displaystyle\sum\limits_{k=1}^d x_{ik}-1)^2 -

\displaystyle\sum\limits_{a,b} |D_{ab} (\theta)| $$

Model code

The source code for this model is placed in the file source/src/molecualr-unfolding/untiliy/

QMUQUBO.py.

The following code shows how to initialize the variables:

Note

It describes the ideas to build the model. You can find similar codes in the source code file.

Build Model (Technical Details)
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Figure 8: The logic for defining the variables

The above code indicates that we have 4 torsions from $x_1_?$ to $x_4_?$. Each torsion

has four optional rotation angles from $0^o$ to $270^o$. For example, $x_3_2$ means

that the torsion 3 rotates $90^o$, and $x_4_2$ means torsion 4 rotates $0^o$.

The following code shows how to implement constraints: 

Build Model (Technical Details)
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Figure 9: The Logic for defining the constraints

The model may generate unexpected results, for example, four binary variables $x_1_1$ ,

$x_1_2$,  $x_1_3$ and $x_1_4$ belong to the same torsion $1$.  In reality,  only one of

them can become $1$.  If more than one of them become $1$,  a penalty  term will  be

added. As the figure shows, when the model chooses more than one variables of $x_1_?$

to become $1$, it has the penalty term $600$ (This example is for $A=300$). 

The  following  code  shows  how  to  recursively  calculate  the  distances  for  different

configurations:

def update_hubo(torsion_group, up_list, ris):
if len(torsion_group) == 1:

for d in range(D):
final_list = up_list + \

Build Model (Technical Details)
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Quantum annealing

Quantum annealing (QA) can be seen as a variation of the simulated annealing (SA). Both

QA and SA are meta-heuristic techniques to address challenging combinatorial problems.

QA uses the quantum fluctuation to explore the configuration space instead of thermal

[var[rb_var_map[torsion_group[0]]][str(d+1)]]
# distance
final_list_name = []
if len(final_list) == 1:

final_list_name = final_list + final_list
else:

final_list_name = final_list

# update temp points and distance
self._init_mol_file()

rb_set = self.mol_data.bond_graph.sort_ris_data[str(
                M)][ris]

distance = update_pts_distance(
self.atom_pos_data, rb_set, final_list, var_rb_m

ap, theta_option, True, True)

hubo_distances[tuple(final_list_name)] = -distance
logging.debug(

f"final list {final_list} with distance 
{distance}")

else:
for d in range(D):

final_list = up_list + \
[var[rb_var_map[torsion_group[0]]][str(d+1)]]

update_hubo(torsion_group[1:], final_list, ris)

for ris in mol_data.bond_graph.sort_ris_data[str(M)].keys():
start = time.time()
logging.debug(f"ris group {ris} ")
end = time.time()
torsion_group = ris.split(",")
if len(torsion_group) == 1:

# update constraint
update_constraint(ris, hubo_constraints)

logging.debug(torsion_group)
# update hubo terms
update_hubo(torsion_group, [], ris)
logging.debug(

f"elapsed time for torsion group {ris} : {(end-start)/
60} min")

Build Model (Technical Details)
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effects. This workshop uses Amazon Braket API to access the Canadian company D-Wave.

This annealer is implemented using superconductive qubits.  Natively,  the QUBO can be

solved using quantum annealer:

$$ O(x) = \displaystyle\sum\limits_i h_i x_i + \displaystyle\sum_{i>j} J_{i,j} x_i x_j $$

In QUBO form, $x_i \in {0,  1}$ are binary variables,  and can be considered as the angle

chosen  for  a  particular  torsion.  $h_i$  and  $J_{i,j}$  can  be  considered  as  the  values

encoding the optimization task when using corresponding angles. However, it is common

that there are more than one torsion between fragments,  and the task models it as the

HUBO problem:

$$ O(x) = \displaystyle\sum\limits_i \alpha_i x_i + \displaystyle\sum_{i,j} \beta_{i,j} x_i x_j

+ \displaystyle\sum_{i,j,k} \gamma_{i,j,k} x_i x_j x_k + ../... $$

Figure 10: Multiple torsions

Build Model (Technical Details)
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To convert HUBOs to QUBOs, you can add new ancillary binary variables to replace high-

order term. In practice, we use the API $make _ quadratic()$ in D-Wave software package

to make this conversion.

Figure 11: HUBO changed to QUBO

As shown in the figure, some high-order terms of HUBO, like $('x_1_1','x_2_1','x_3_1')$,

have been transformed to quadratic terms in QUBO.

Build Model (Technical Details)
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Step 3: Optimize Configuration

This  part  describes  how  to  use  SA  and  QA to  find  the  optimized  configuration  of

molecular unfolding.

1.Load the model file using QMUQUBO object.

In [ ]: from utility.MoleculeParser import MoleculeData
from utility.QMUQUBO import QMUQUBO
from utility.AnnealerOptimizer import Annealer
from utility.ResultProcess import ResultParser
import time

timestamp = time.strftime("%Y%m%d-%H")

In [8]: qmu_qubo_optimize = QMUQUBO.load(model_path)

In [9]: model_info = qmu_qubo_optimize.describe_model()

INFO:root:method: pre-calc
INFO:root:The model_name should be {M}_{D}_{A}_{hubo_qubo_val}
INFO:root:param: M, value {2}
INFO:root:param: D, value {8}
INFO:root:param: A, value {300}
INFO:root:param: hubo_qubo_val, value {200}

2.Use the parameter model_name to get the model for experiments.

In [10]: # get the model you want to optimize
M = 2
D = 8
A = 300
hubo_qubo_val = 200
model_name = "{}_{}_{}_{}".format(M, D, A, hubo_qubo_val)
method = "pre-calc"

qubo_model = qmu_qubo_optimize.get_model(method, model_name)

Step 3: Optimize Configuration
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3.Set the parameters for optimization.

Parameter Description Value

method
Annealing method for QUBO

problem

'dwave-sa': use the simulated annealer

in ocean toolkit

'dwave-qa': use the quantum annealer

shots
Number of reads, refer to dwave-

sa and dwave-qa for details
1 to 10,000

bucket S3 bucket to store your results -

prefix
Name of the folder in your S3

bucket
-

device
arn name to run your quantum

annealing

'arn:aws:braket:::device/qpu/d-wave/

Advantage_system4' 

'arn:aws:braket:::device/qpu/d-wave/

DW_2000Q_6'

4.Run the SA for this problem:

In [11]: method = 'dwave-sa'

optimizer_param = {}
optimizer_param['shots'] = 1000

sa_optimizer = Annealer(qubo_model, method, **optimizer_param)

INFO:root:use simulated annealer from dimod

In [12]: sa_optimize_result = sa_optimizer.fit()

INFO:root:fit() ...
INFO:root:dwave-sa save to local
INFO:root:finish save sa_result.pickle

Step 3: Optimize Configuration
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The number  of  shots  for  SA is  set  to  1000.  The result  is  saved as  the local  file  ./

sa_result.pickle.

5.Run the QA to solve this problem.

In [13]: method = 'dwave-qa'

optimizer_param = {}
optimizer_param['shots'] = 1000
optimizer_param['bucket'] = s3_bucket # the name of the bucket
optimizer_param['prefix'] = prefix # the name of the folder in 
the bucket
optimizer_param['device'] = "arn:aws:braket:::device/qpu/d-wave/
Advantage_system4"
optimizer_param["embed_method"] = "default"

qa_optimizer = Annealer(qubo_model, method, **optimizer_param)

INFO:root:use quantum annealer arn:aws:braket:::device/qpu/d-wave/
Advantage_system4 

This QA sets the number of shots to 1000 and choose the Advantage_System4.1 as the

QPU. In addition, the results are saved to your bucket automatically and you can get the

task id for future process.

In [14]: # not create annealing task, only embedding logic
qa_optimizer.embed()
# create annealing task
qa_optimize_result = qa_optimizer.fit()

INFO:root:fit() ...
INFO:root:finish save /tmp/qa_result.pickle
INFO:root:_upload_result_json, bucket=amazon-braket-1a222675c751, 
key=annealer-experiment/89a59fa9-c66e-482d-85e0-6dfce8c54454/
qa_result.pickle
INFO:root:dwave-qa save to s3 - 89a59fa9-
c66e-482d-85e0-6dfce8c54454: None

In [15]: qa_task_id = qa_optimizer.get_task_id()
print(f"task id is {qa_task_id}")

task id is 89a59fa9-c66e-482d-85e0-6dfce8c54454

6.Compare the run time between SA and QA:

Step 3: Optimize Configuration
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In [16]: print(f"dwave-sa run time {sa_optimize_result['time']}")
print(f"dwave-qa run time {qa_optimize_result['time']}")

dwave-sa run time 175.73437476158142
dwave-qa run time 7.57835578918457

Step 3: Optimize Configuration
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It shows that SA needs 174.2 seconds and QA needs 7.7 seconds to find solution.

Figure 12: Best results

Sometimes, the best result occurs only once. This does not always indicate an error. It is

actually the characteristic of the problem or how the problem is formulated.  Different

linear and quadratic terms vary by many orders of magnitude. If you change value of A

to a  smaller  number,  like  10  or  100,  more occurrences  of  the best answer  will  be

observed. However, these answers usually break the constraints. For more information

about this phenomenon, refer to Number of occurrences.

Step 3: Optimize Configuration
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Step 4: Process Results

This part describes how to process the optimized results for evaluation and visualization.

Prepare the following parameters.

Parameter Description Value

method
Annealing method for

QUBO problem

'dwave-sa': use the simulated annealer in ocean

toolkit

'dwave-qa': use the quantum annealer

raw_path
Path for the original

molecule file
'./molecule-data/117_ideal.mol2' in this example

data_path

Path for the

processed molecule

file

'./qmu_117_ideal_data_latest.mol2' in this example

bucket
S3 bucket to store

your results
-

prefix
Name of the folder in

your S3 bucket
-

task_id
Your quantum

annealing task id

'2b5a3b05-1a0e-443a-852c-4ec422a10e59' in this

example

1. 

2.Use ResultParser object for SA to run the process.
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In [ ]: from utility.MoleculeParser import MoleculeData
from utility.QMUQUBO import QMUQUBO
from utility.AnnealerOptimizer import Annealer
from utility.ResultProcess import ResultParser
import time

timestamp = time.strftime("%Y%m%d-%H")

In [27]: method = "dwave-sa"
sa_param = {}
sa_param["raw_path"] = raw_path
sa_param["data_path"] = data_path

sa_process_result = ResultParser(method, **sa_param)
# print(f"{method} result is 
{sa_process_result.get_all_result()}")

local_time, _ , _, _= sa_process_result.get_time()

print(f"time for {method}: \n \
    local time is {local_time}")

INFO:root:_load_raw_result
INFO:root:load simulated annealer raw result
INFO:root:MoleculeData.load()
INFO:root:init mol data for final position
INFO:root:init mol data for raw position
INFO:root:_parse_model_info
INFO:root:_init_parameters
INFO:root:parse simulated annealer result
INFO:root:sa only has local_time!
time for dwave-sa: 
     local time is 129.5549328327179

In [28]: sa_atom_pos_data = sa_process_result.generate_optimize_pts()
# save unfold file for visualization and parameters for 
experiment: 1. volume value 2. relative improvement
sa_result_filepath, sa_result_json = sa_process_result.save_mol_
file(f"{timestamp}")

print(f"result path is {sa_result_filepath}, and result 
optimization file path is {sa_result_json}")
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INFO:root:generate_optimize_pts()
INFO:root:var_dict_raw {'14': ['1'], '15': ['8']} var_dict_list 
[{'14': '1', '15': '8'}]
INFO:root:chosen var {'x_14_1', 'x_15_8'}
INFO:root:tor list {'X_15_8', 'X_14_1'}
INFO:root:initial 18.549876807564765
INFO:root:optimize 18.56185411730613
INFO:root:optimize_gain 1.0006456813630418
INFO:root:start physical check
INFO:root:save_mol_file 20220323-14
INFO:root:finish save ./molecule-data/117_ideal_dwave-
sa_20220323-14.mol2 and ./molecule-data/117_ideal_dwave-
sa_20220323-14.json
result path is ./molecule-data/117_ideal_dwave-sa_20220323-14.mol2, 
and result optimization file path is ./molecule-data/
117_ideal_dwave-sa_20220323-14.json

In [29]: sa_process_result.parameters

Out[29]:{'volume': {'optimize': 18.56185411730613,
  'initial': 18.549876807564765,
  'gain': 1.0006456813630418,
  'unfolding_results': ['X_15_8', 'X_14_1'],
  'annealing_results': ['x_14_1', 'x_15_8'],
  'optimize_info': {'optimize_state': True, 'result_rank': 
11}}}

As  shown in  the first block,  the local  time for  SA is  around 174  seconds.  With  the

generate_optimize_pts() method,  the final  3D points after  unfolding will  be generated

and saved as json file and mol2 files. The last block shows the optimizing results which

are also stored in json files. It shows that the optimized result gains 1.0212x increase in

volume.

3.Run the process for QA:

Step 4: Process Results
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In [30]: method = "dwave-qa"
qa_param = {}
qa_param["bucket"] = s3_bucket
qa_param["prefix"] = prefix
qa_param["task_id"] = qa_task_id
qa_param["raw_path"] = raw_path
qa_param["data_path"] = data_path

qa_process_result = ResultParser(method, **qa_param)
# print(f"{method} result is 
{qa_process_result.get_all_result()}")

local_time, task_time, total_time, access_time = qa_process_resu
lt.get_time()

print(f"time for {method}: \n \
    local time is {local_time},\n \
    task time is {task_time}, \n \
    qpu total time is {total_time}, \n \
    qpu access time is {access_time}")

INFO:root:_load_raw_result
INFO:root:load quantum annealer raw result
INFO:root:_read_result_obj
INFO:root:_read_result_obj: annealer-experiment/
22419429-2f93-4679-9305-a2e099dced7c/qa_result.pickle
INFO:root:MoleculeData.load()
INFO:root:init mol data for final position
INFO:root:init mol data for raw position
INFO:root:_parse_model_info
INFO:root:_init_parameters
INFO:root:parse quantum annealer result
INFO:root:_read_result_obj
INFO:root:_read_result_obj: annealer-experiment/
22419429-2f93-4679-9305-a2e099dced7c/results.json
time for dwave-qa: 
     local time is 11.894113779067993,
     task time is 3.327, 
     qpu total time is 0.144422, 
     qpu access time is 0.129189

There are many types of time metrics for running QA. This task has the local time of 7.7

s, which indicates the time between calling the API and getting the annealing result. The

task time is the metric from the json file in bucket.  The qpu total time and qpu access

time represent the actual time running in the QPU. Refer to Operation and Timing for

details.

Step 4: Process Results
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In [31]: qa_atom_pos_data = qa_process_result.generate_optimize_pts()
# save unfold file for visualization and parameters for 
experiment: 1. volume value 2. relative improvement
qa_result_filepath, qa_result_json = qa_process_result.save_mol_
file(f"{timestamp}")
print(f"result path is {qa_result_filepath}, and result 
optimization file path is {qa_result_json}")

INFO:root:generate_optimize_pts()
INFO:root:var_dict_raw {'14': ['1'], '15': ['8']} var_dict_list 
[{'14': '1', '15': '8'}]
INFO:root:chosen var {'x_14_1', 'x_15_8'}
INFO:root:tor list {'X_15_8', 'X_14_1'}
INFO:root:initial 18.549876807564765
INFO:root:optimize 18.56185411730613
INFO:root:optimize_gain 1.0006456813630418
INFO:root:start physical check
INFO:root:save_mol_file 20220323-14
INFO:root:finish save ./molecule-data/117_ideal_dwave-
qa_20220323-14.mol2 and ./molecule-data/117_ideal_dwave-
qa_20220323-14.json
result path is ./molecule-data/117_ideal_dwave-qa_20220323-14.mol2, 
and result optimization file path is ./molecule-data/
117_ideal_dwave-qa_20220323-14.json

In [32]: qa_process_result.parameters

Out[32]:{'volume': {'optimize': 18.56185411730613,
  'initial': 18.549876807564765,
  'gain': 1.0006456813630418,
  'unfolding_results': ['X_15_8', 'X_14_1'],
  'annealing_results': ['x_14_1', 'x_15_8'],
  'optimize_info': {'optimize_state': True, 'result_rank': 
1}}}

In the same way, the optimized results are saved as local json and mol2 files respectively.

The result indicates that QA gains 1.0006x increase in volume.
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4.Open folders for the optimized results.

With more experiments, results with timestamp are stored incrementally.

Figure 13: Optimized results

5.Use the following method to see the original molecule and unfolding molecule.

In [37]: # this shows the original molecule
qa_process_result.InteractView(raw_path, size=800)

interactive(children=(Text(value='./molecule-data/117_ideal.mol2', 
description='mol'), IntSlider(value=800, de…

In [38]: # copy the variable for the path of unfolding molecule, we can 
see the unfolding results. this also works for sa_process_result.
qa_process_result.InteractView(qa_result_filepath, size=800)

interactive(children=(Text(value='./molecule-data/117_ideal_dwave-
qa_20220323-14.mol2', description='mol'), In…

Step 4: Process Results
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6.(Optional) Upload the result 117_ideal_dwave-qa_20220216-05.mol2 into Protein Data

Bank online viewer tool to see the result:

Figure 14: Protein Data Bank visualization

Step 4: Process Results
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Batch Evaluation



Run Default Batch Evaluation

The default batch evaluation runs a pre-built Amazon ECR Image that is based on the use

cases in notebook experiments.

Run default batch  evaluation  through Amazon Step Functions  workflow  and view  the

result via Amazon QuickSight dashboard.

Sign in to the Amazon CloudFormation console. 

On the Stacks page, select the solution’s root stack. 

Choose the Outputs tab and select the Amazon Step Functions link.

Choose the Start button.

(Optional) Complete the evaluation input.

It will use default input if you do not enter anything.

If you want to customize the batch evaluation, refer to the Input specification in

this section.

Choose Start to start batch evaluation. The default batch evaluation takes about 25

minutes.

When  the  batch  evaluation  is  completed,  you  can  view  the  result  in  Amazon

QuickSight dashboard. Before that, you need to go back to the Outputs tab and get

the Dashboard link.

View the batch evaluation result in the dashboard. 

Experiments history: Displays all experiments history or displays the history by

each experiment when select each row.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

◦ 

◦ 

6. 

7. 

8. 

◦ 
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Comparison of end to end time of the quantum solver with classical solver: X-

axis is complexity of the model, Y-axis is end-to-end time in seconds (if no

experiment is selected, the time is average time).

Comparison of running time of the quantum solver with classical solver: X-axis

is complexity of the model, Y-axis is running time in seconds (if no experiment

is selected, the time is average time). 

Experiments data:  Lists the detailed information of each task in the selected

experiment (if no experiment is selected, all will be listed).

Field Description

compute_type Compute type, which can be CC or QC

complexity Complexity of the model, complexity = M * D

end_to_end_time End-to-end time in seconds

running_time Running time in seconds

resource
Resource name. For QC, it refers to different QPU

devices; for CC, it refers to different memory-vCPU

model_param

Model parameters. M: number of torsions;D: angle

precision of rotation;HQ: hubo-qubo value, energy

penalty; A: penalty scalar

opt_param Optimizer parameters

time_info

For QC, it refers to different dimensions of QC task time,

and local_time is the end_to_end_time, total_time is the

running_time; for CC, local_time is the end_to_end_time

and running_time

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 
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Field Description

execution_id Step Functions run ID

experiment_name

Experiment name. If experimentName input is not

empty, it is execution start time + input 

experimentName. Otherwise, it is execution start 

time + execution_id

result_detail Volume size of molecule before and after unfolding

result_location Molecule mol2 file after unfolding

Input specification

You can customize parameters of the evaluation by using a json input.

The input schema:

{
"version": "string",
"runMode": "string",
"molFile": "string",
"modelVersion": "string",
"experimentName": "string",
"optParams": {

"qa": {
"shots": "int"

},
"sa": {

"shots": "int"
}

},
"modelParams": {

"M": "int []",
"D": "int []"

},
"devicesArns": "string []",
"ccResources": "[int, int] []",

}

Run Default Batch Evaluation
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Definition:

version: Version of input schema. Currently, it only supports value '1'.

runMode: Running mode. It has values ALL, CC or QC, and defaults to ALL. CC - only

run CC tasks, QC only run QC tasks, ALL - run both tasks.

molFile: S3 URL of the mol2 file.

modelVersion: Model version. By default, it is 'latest'.

experimentName: Name of the batch evaluation.

optParams: Optimizer parameters, which is used to set shots for QC(qa) and CC(sa)

tasks respectively.

modelParams:  Model  parameters.  M:  number of  torsions,  D:  angle  precision  of

rotation. Refer to Build Model - Technical Details for details. Valid values: 

devicesArns: QPU device arn. Valid values:

Note

All fields are optional.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

 M: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]
 D: [4] or [8]

Caution

The maximum value of M depends on the value of D, QPU device and input molFile. We set max M to

100 in input validation. If the value exceeds the device capacity in actual running, the run fails.

If  you use  your own molFile,  the  input validation will  be  skipped;  if  the  value  exceeds the  device

capacity, the run fails. 

• 

Run Default Batch Evaluation
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ccResources: vCPU (first element) and memory (second element) in GiB, for example,

4 vCPU and 8 GiB memory is: [4, 8]

Example input with default mol2 file:

If you have your own mol2 file, do the following:

Upload your mol2 file to the S3 bucket in CloudFormation output, or your own S3

bucket.  If you want to use your  own S3 bucket,  the bucket name must be in the

format of: braket- or amazon-braket-.

Specify S3 uri of your mol2 file as the value of molFile in the Step Functions input:

arn:aws:braket:::device/qpu/d-wave/DW_2000Q_6
arn:aws:braket:::device/qpu/d-wave/Advantage_system4

• 

{
"version": "1",
"runMode": "ALL",
"optParams": {

"qa": {
"shots": 10000

},
"sa": {

"shots": 10000
}

},
"modelParams": {

"M": [1, 2, 3, 4, 5],
"D": [8]

},
"devicesArns": [

"arn:aws:braket:::device/qpu/d-wave/DW_2000Q_6",
"arn:aws:braket:::device/qpu/d-wave/Advantage_system4"

],
"ccResources": [

[4, 8]
]

}

1. 

2. 
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For example:

{
    "molFile" : "<s3 uri of your mol2 file>"
}

{
   "molFile": "s3://amazon-braket-gcr-qc-sol-common/qc/raw_model
/117_ideal.mol2"
}

Run Default Batch Evaluation
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Batch Evaluate Your Own Model

This  solution  is  an  open-source  project  under  Apache  License  Version  2.0.  You  can

leverage it as your base code, and make changes on it. To fully customize the evaluation

code, complete the following steps to make changes and re-deploy the whole stack from

CDK.

Prerequisites

Make sure you have Amazon CLI and Amazon CDK installed in your  workspace.

Refer  to Amazon  CLI to install  Amazon  CLI.  Follow  this  document CDK Getting

Started to install and bootstrap CDK.

The user or IAM role to perform the deployment must have at least permissions.

Check the preparations made in the deployment.

Make  sure  you  have  docker  running  in  your  workspace.  You  can  follow  this

document Docker Install to install docker.

Customize evaluation code

Fork the GitHub repository of this solution to your own Git repository.

Clone the project to your own workspace.

Change  githubRepo path  in  the  source/src/molecular-unfolding/cdk/construct-

notebook.ts file to be your Git repository. 

Make changes to source code. If you want to make changes for quantum algorithms,

you can modify code under this directory source/src/molecular-unfolding/utility.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Deploy stack to your Amazon Web Services account from

CDK

Check CloudFormation in your Amazon Web Services account, and make sure you

do not have a stack named QCEDDStack in your deployment region.

Check  your  S3  bucket,  and  make  sure  no  bucket  is  named  amazon-braket-

qceddstack-<your account>-<deployment Region>.

Deploy changes to your Amazon Web Services account from CDK.

Wait for the deployment to complete. Deployment will take about 10 minutes. 

Get output links from CloudFormation output, which include:

Step Functions URL

QuickSight dashboard link

Notebook URL

S3 bucket name

Follow steps in Batch Evaluation to run your own code with appropriate input.

View result through QuickSight dashboard.

1. 

2. 

3. 

cd source
npm install
npx cdk deploy QCEDDStack  \
 --parameters DeployNotebook=yes \
 --parameters DeployBatchEvaluation=yes \
 --parameters DeployVisualization=yes \
 --parameters QuickSightUser=<your QuickSight user> \
 --parameters QuickSightRoleName=<your QuickSight service 
role name>

4. 

5. 

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 

◦ 

6. 

7. 
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Additional resources

Amazon services

Amazon SageMaker

Amazon Braket

Amazon Step Functions

Amazon Batch

Amazon S3

Amazon EventBridge

Amazon Lambda

Amazon Athena

Amazon QuickSight

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Uninstall the solution

To  uninstall  Quantum  Computing  Exploration  for  Drug  Discovery  on  Amazon  Web

Services, you must delete the Amazon CloudFormation stack. 

You can use either the Amazon Web Services Management Console or the Amazon Web

Services Command Line Interface (CLI) to delete the CloudFormation stack.

Using the Amazon Web Services Management Console

Sign in to the Amazon CloudFormation console.

Select this solution’s installation stack.

Choose Delete.

Using Amazon Web Services Command Line Interface

Determine whether the Amazon Web Services CLI is available in your environment.  For

installation instructions, see What Is the Amazon Web Services Command Line Interface in

the Amazon Web Services CLI User Guide. After confirming that the Amazon Web Services

CLI is available, run the following command.

Delete QuickSight Account (Optional)

Go to QuickSight.

Choose Account settings. 

Choose Delete account.

1. 

2. 

3. 

$ aws cloudformation delete-stack --stack-name <installation-
stack-name>

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Enter Confirm to delete the account.

Delete QuickSight Role (Optional)

Go to IAM Role Amazon Web Services console.

Search for the role name. For example, qcedd-quicksight-service-role.

Select the role.

Choose Delete.

Caution

All users on this account will be permanently deleted along with all dashboards,  analyses,  and other

related data. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Source code

Visit our GitHub repository to download the source code for this solution. The Quantum

Computing  Exploration  for  Drug  Discovery  on  Amazon  Web  Services  template  is

generated using the Amazon Web Services Cloud Development Kit (CDK).  Refer  to the

README.md file for additional information.

Source code
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Notices

Customers  are  responsible  for  making  their  own  independent  assessment  of  the

information in this document. This document: (a) is for informational purposes only,  (b)

represents  Amazon  Web  Services  current  product  offerings  and  practices,  which  are

subject to change without notice, and (c) does not create any commitments or assurances

from Amazon Web Services and its affiliates, suppliers or licensors. Amazon Web Services

products  or  services  are  provided  “as  is”  without  warranties,  representations,  or

conditions of any kind, whether express or implied. Amazon Web Services responsibilities

and liabilities to its customers are controlled by Amazon Web Services agreements,  and

this document is not part of,  nor does it modify,  any agreement between Amazon Web

Services and its customers.

Quantum Computing Exploration for Drug Discovery on Amazon Web Services is licensed

under  the terms  of  the Apache License Version 2.0  available at The Apache Software

Foundation.
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